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1. Introduction

Healthcare companies have vast amounts of data at their finger�ps, from 
R&D, research libraries and thousands of clinical tests being only the �p of the 
iceberg. However only a few companies have mobilised their IT and perfect 
storm of the Internet (access, device and security protocols) to reap the
benefits of being able to share, collect research and disseminate the analysis
quickly.

The key for success here is the data being available any�me, anyplace and on 
any device, all within the stringent security and permissions protocols akin to 
that of the financial services market.

If the companies can gather and disseminate informa�on in real-�me, it will 
enable the users to make be�er and more informed decisions while engaging 
and collabora�ng with the widest possible audience.

However, as with many industries, the underlying issue is that at both ends of 
the online conversa�on all par�es view the data exchanged as proprietary, 
sensi�ve and valuable. Similarly, to the financial services industry a fine 
balance between open access, storage and security has to deliver the
confidence of utmost confiden�ality. This is where the healthcare industry 
draws its similari�es with financial services – the same issues, and the same 
struggles with data efficiency versus data privacy with more stringent

protocols and legisla�on is requiring the industry to re-evaluate their ICT 
strategies almost every year. The difference is that financial ins�tu�ons are 
recognising the benefits of having data at their finger�ps and are pu�ng 
measures in place to both take advantage and reassure their customers.

It needs to be highlighted how a constant stream of secure real-�me data can 
increase the efficiency of healthcare companies and their overall u�lity to the 
professional and consumer environments as a whole. In par�cular, it will be 
highlighted what the healthcare industry can learn from financial services on 
how to ensure that this data is secure for its pa�ents.
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Healthcare has been slow to adopt IT-based collabora�on and protocols to 
support day-to-day prac�ce, despite being a knowledge-based industry.
However, as the general public, general prac��oners, consultants and clini-
cians grow more tech-savvy, expecta�on grows for health services to be
tech-enabled. In-house staff are increasingly tech-savvy, and are also keen to 
see “big data”- enabled processes, integra�on and innova�on. In turn whilst 
pa�ents already have the ability to book appointments online or receive test 
results via email, it is patchy and the data remains the property of the health-
care company and is not migratable to the pa�ent in a health version of Face-
book – now they are demanding all ways-on modern data access and security 
mul� audience view.

Yet, the healthcare industry has been slow to respond to these demands 
frankly trying to reinvent what has already been proven as a successful strate-
gy in financial services. An industry that has made lots of mistakes, but has 
grown up and has regulated and ensured robust systems are in place while 
s�ll allowing customer mobile access to a myriad of banking applica�ons and 
access to their assets and informa�on, both in a public and private cloud
environment.

The benefits of be�er availability of data across forward thinking industries 
has been well documented – improved efficiency, costs and innova�on being 

2. Keeping up with demand

the popular insights. This should be no different in the health services
industry – pa�ent data should be seen as enabling innova�on, rather than a 
barrier to be overcome. A�er all, sharing data has addi�onal advantages for 
healthcare, such as building data-driven analy�cs engines that pull informa-
�on from disparate sources and speed up the diagnos�c process or help bring 
a new drug to market. But the key for success is not just in technology – it 
requires a mind-set shi� to encourage data-driven decision-making, which in 
turn only comes when data security is a given, not a fear. Maybe COVID-19 will 
accelerate sta�cally beneficial informa�on in an open cloud environment. For 
the benefit of everyone, tracking the spread, morbidity, symptoms, track and 
trace and the drive for a vaccine as well as its acceptance and possible side 
effects – not to men�on the secondary care for pa�ents who have been on 
ven�lators for a long �me.

But how can the health care industry evolve rapidly in a period of enforced 
change and build a data infrastructure that secures this most sensi�ve of 
informa�on, whilst allowing access to everything to certain groups of people, 
globally? Is the pandemic forcing the healthcare industry to re-think quickly 
and use governmental and industrial investment to move to a digital economy 
and R&D in a year – where it was probably hoping to get away with 5-10 years 
of evolu�on.
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3. Clinical diagnostics and point of

care diagnostics – speed is the key

Diagnosis of pa�ents’ condi�ons and access to results in a dispersed environ-
ment relies upon and creates a vast amount of chunky data not just numeric 
but highly complex images, think CT scans to mobile devises. Not least 
through the rapidly increasing use of suppor�ve frontline technology for 
needs such as self-tes�ng of diabetes, linked to a central data and analy�cs 
engine pushing back dosage and life style informa�on, via wearable devices 
such as watches or glasses. As a diabe�c individual, I find the IT chasm 
between my point of care, blood glucose tes�ng kit and recording and dosage 
op�misa�on woefully inadequate. The fact that I have to record my daily 
results on an iPhone because the test monitor can’t do it, and then write it in 
a li�le book so my General Prac��oner can visualise it is frankly ridiculous.

While healthcare has historically been slow to adopt technology, the industry 
is about to witness significant changes over the next several years. The digital 
health care market is expected to reach $206 billion by 2020 (EY 2019 Health-
care and IOT report).

Leading companies are already redefining themselves with digital transforma-
�on, applied to their main func�onal areas with a customer-centric approach.

Keeping an eye on the latest industry-specific tech trends is essen�al and we 
are now being allowed to review these advancements, without flying around 
the world to visit the  leading events and healthcare conferences. Thanks to 

Covid-19 they all had to go virtual. These are just a few of my observa�ons – 
not in any order of importance or impact and some are pla�orm enablers and 
some devices.
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4. Telemedicine

Evolu�on and adop�on of telemedicine is one of the rapid sources of change 
on the global healthcare stage. In a large country like the US or India, where 
access to doctors, specialists or hospital tes�ng laboratories is limited, 
telemedicine is increasingly proving to be transforma�ve.
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5. The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT)

By combining IoT development with telemedicine and telehealth technolo-
gies, a new Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) has emerged. This approach 
includes the use of a number of wearables, including ECG and EKG monitors. 
Many other common medical measurements can also be taken, such as skin 
temperature, glucose level and blood pressure readings. By 2017, nearly 60% 
of opera�ons in the healthcare field had already adopted IoT or IoMT systems, 
according to Frost & Sullivan. This trend has given rise to improvements in 
everything from pa�ent experience to profitability, so by 2021, the market for 
IoT devices in healthcare is an�cipated to reach $136 billion, Allied Market 
Research reported.

Connec�vity issues are also s�ll common, as the collec�on of data bymicro-
controllers and smartphones can be disrupted by a number of factors in the 
surrounding environment. Buffering methods on local microcontrollers need 
to become more robust in order to avoid packet loss. Hyper-edge data centers 
with their own dark fiber rings around a city will go some way to solve this.
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A variety of public, private and hybrid cloud-based pla�orms are available for 
the sharing of large files. Healthcare organiza�ons are trying to address the 
need to build out, run and maintain infrastructure for record-keeping needs. 
Here cloud compu�ng becomes an appealing choice for digital technology in 
healthcare.

Pa�ents and healthcare providers both tend to get be�er access to records 
through cloud-based solu�ons, and they make the consulta�on process more 
convenient. These telemedicine applica�ons, though, place greater demand 
on synchronous and asynchronous messaging systems. The desire to integrate 
video for live consulta�ons also creates pressure to deploy WAN connec�ons 
that are speedy, secure and stable.

HIPAA compliance becomes a major issue in this environment. Enterprises 
o�en refrain from fully embracing cloud compu�ng because of the strictures 
of regula�ons regarding electronic Protected Health Informa�on (ePHI).
Conduc�ng remote doctor calls makes it difficult to collect all ePHI data within 
structured formats that can be reasonably assured to be secure. Methods for 
securing messages, audio, video and emails all need to be in place to ensure 
full compliance with HIPAA. The next level is compliance with the General 
Data Protec�on Regula�on, which concerns personal data of all EU 
residents—which naturally includes ePHI.

When talking with cloud hos�ng providers, organiza�ons need to be clear 
about what their requirements are. Numerous providers have emerged that 
now specifically cater to the requirements of organiza�ons with HIPAA
compliance needs such as Beyond.pl.

Public cloud systems all have access to a wide range of generic health informa-
�on sources and they permit storage and retrieval of an organiza�on’s data. 
Private cloud systems can be u�lized for more security -sensi�ve require-
ments, such as pharmacy orders, pa�ent bills and physician inquiries. 
On-premises and hosted solu�ons are available within the private cloud
hos�ng sphere. Employing an on-premises approach permits the IT
department of an organiza�on to have greater control.

In terms of disadvantages of cloud compu�ng in healthcare industry, control 
comes with increased responsibili�es for rolling out so�ware updates, keep-
ing tabs on security protocols and maintaining hardware. Hosted solu�ons 
typically offer more flexibility and lower costs. Conversely, the accompanying 
reduc�on in control may be problema�c, especially for organiza�ons with 
clear HIPAA concerns. Hybrid solu�ons provide some of the best benefits of 
cloud compu�ng in healthcare, and they o�en permit more portability.

6. Cloud computing in healthcare
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7. AR/VR/MR
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The arrival of virtual, augmented and mixed reality solu�ons has led to
significant advances in healthcare technologies. Advances that could only be 
imagined a decade ago are now being implemented – from educa�ng new 
students to planning procedures. The field of AR and VR in healthcare offers 
serious promise.

By rendering 3D informa�on on real-world scenes, AR permits surgeons and 
doctors to stay grounded in actual procedures while having ready access to all 
the data available through other emerging technologies. Students can use 
overlays to access informa�on in an interface where they can quickly explore. 
Doctors can compare data to what they’re seeing in the real world in order to 
make diagnoses and plan for procedures. Healthcare is capable of becoming 
one of the essen�al influences on the future of AR.



8. Artificial Intelligence (AI)

This is one of the nascent healthcare technology trends. Developing Ar�ficial 
Intelligence (AI) learning models – that can process informa�on and provide 
decision-making data in a manner similar to what a human does – has given 
rise to an en�rely new sector of innova�ve health technologies. AI
applica�ons can improve the speed and accuracy of the diagnosis process. 
Analy�cs can also iden�fy concerning developments and allow prac��oners 
to start looking at possible approaches for early treatment. Machine learning 
algorithms are also being u�lized to safely explore chemical and biological 
interac�ons in the drug discovery process, bringing new drugs to market 
faster. Another example is that Microso� is developing Project InnerEye, an AI 
tool for radiotherapy.

3D contouring of a pa�ent’s scans can be produced in minutes, rather than 
hours. Dosimetrists and radia�on oncologists u�lizing the system have full 
control of accuracy, and the consistency of the setup should allow organiza-
�ons to realize significant cost savings. Microso� is also working on Project 
Hanover, an AI-based system intended to catalog biomedical research papers 
from PubMed to produce cancer diagnoses and determine which drug
combina�ons might be most suited to individual pa�ents.
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9. Chatbots
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Dealing with rou�ne queries using AI-backed messaging and voice systems can 
help organiza�ons realize cost savings. In healthcare, the capacity to address easily 
diagnosed problems allows professionals to focus on ma�ers that might require 
the full a�en�on of a physician. Pa�ents also benefit from feeling that simple
ques�ons have been fielded quickly.

Chatbots may also be beneficial for prac�ces dealing with older pa�ents. A charac-
ter can be created who’ll serve as an assistant to provide friendly reminders such as 
medica�on side effects or reminders. By connec�ng with other technologies, such 
as analy�cs and AI, the assistant can even warn about poten�al drug interac�ons. 
Chatbots are already revolu�onizing the business world, and they can be expected 
to be a big part of the digital transforma�on in healthcare as well.

A�en�on does need to be paid to some of the risks. Automated systems should 
not be seen as replacements for the opinions of experts, especially when the risks 
include threats to pa�ents. Any chatbot system will be subject to the same rules 
that govern the rest of the industry, so compliance with HIPAA in the US and the 
GDPR in the EU will feature highly.



Working with a pa�ent who has a chronic disease can generate a great deal of 
informa�on, but discovering and compressing all the available data into 
something ac�onable can be a challenge. Improvements in data science and 
predic�ve analy�cs, however, have made it possible for prac��oners to look 
for deeper insights. A doctor can, for example, feed informa�on gleaned from 
ancestry and family histories into AI-based systems to come up with a sta�s�-
cally grounded profile and to diagnose problems faster. Rich data can be 
derived from sources about the surrounding environment, allowing doctors to 
iden�fy and address problems that are endemic to regions, families, trades 
and other popula�on clusters.

Pa�ents who are at heightened risk for re-admission may, for example, be 
treated for longer periods during their ini�al admissions in order to improve 
long-term care. Informa�on derived from studies of pa�ents can also be 
employed to predict which individuals might be at higher risk of nega�ve 
outcomes.

10. Data science and

predictive analytics
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11. Blockchain

Distribu�ng transac�on records through a peer-to-peer system with a shared 
digital ledger is a way to improve the availability and integrity of informa�on.
Blockchain technologies allow large numbers of users to faithfully and securely 
have access to a common ledger, all without requiring a basis for trust between 
par�es. As digital transforma�on in healthcare moves forward, fostering this com-
bina�on of security, portability and ready accessibility is important to an array of 
technology trends in healthcare, including IoMT devices and cloud-based hos�ng.

Interoperability is expected to improve drama�cally with the arrival of blockchain 
in healthcare. U�lizing public-private key methods, healthcare informa�on can be 
created, modified and distributed with greater integrity. For example, a specialist 
brought in for a consult can be granted quick access to pa�ent records through a 
secure system that all par�es are using. Informa�on can also be kept as
anonymous as the circumstances call for, allowing pa�ents and doctors to opt-in to 
provide data for research, all while complying with HIPAA and GDPR standards.

I can’t close this ar�cle without giving you my thoughts on the long-term
consequences of COVID-19:
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The reprioritization of healthcare agenda

In the next 6-12 months, major players will have to expand their capaci�es and 
divert most of their human and financial resources towards COVID-19
management. Funding will con�nue to be a major constraint in the effec�ve
management of COVID-19, par�cularly making the vaccine accessible for the
poorest of the poor. The current pandemic has exposed cri�cal shortcomings in 
healthcare infrastructure, even in countries with world-class medical facili�es. 
When the crisis subsides, countries will have to repriori�ze their healthcare 
agenda. The future reforms will be centred on cost, coverage, and quality of
healthcare. With more poli�cal support, healthcare industry is likely to carve out 
major chunk of resource share in foreseeable future.

Digital health: future of healthcare

In the midst of current outbreak, digital health and telehealth have taken a front 
seat. COVID-19 has reemphasized the importance of remote diagnosis,
consulta�on and treatment. Regulatory and behavioural obstacles have been
slowing the growth of telehealth in the past few years. However, with many
healthcare providers giving consulta�on over video conferencing and phone calls 
at present, the growth of this segment will augment many folds within the next 
two years. The social distancing measures have mandated pa�ents with mild
symptoms to opt for remote consulta�on. Further, it greatly reduces the burden on 
hospitals already swamped by scores of COVID-19 pa�ents. The pandemic has led 
to major resource constraints. This will lead to development of alternate pricing 
models and value-based pricing.
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Multicloud at Beyond.pl:

� Cloud for Business (VMware),

� e24cloud (KVM),

� Microsoft Azure.

www.beyond.pl


